The AMP Receiver enables added functionality of Outdoor Horn speakers and enhanced directional Indoor Speakers. It can integrate with an existing PA System. Our Wi-Fi – PoE sync technology allows for features such as: Live voice communication, bell scheduling, zoning, and pre-recorded emergency messages.

**Features:**
- Power and Status LED
- Integration with Wi-Fi and PoE Platform Products
- Customizable Alerts and Events
- Output: 1 pair of RCA audio jacks for connection to your PA system. (1 zone)
- Output: 2 pair of clips for wiring Horn Speakers (1 zone)
- Power: POE, Ethernet w/ AC adapter, or WIFI w/ AC adapter

**Part Numbers:**
- PoE AMP Receiver
  - Part # 102020-AMP

AMP Receiver requires Universal or Speaker Server Module.

AMP Receiver which must be located inside the building and connected to the network. Outdoor Horn Speakers can be wired to the AMP receiver.
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